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MEETINGS 

General Members Meeting every first Tuesday 7pm. 

Committee Meeting  every second Thursday at 7pm. 

Maintenance Tuesday mornings from 9am. 

Engineering discussions Tuesday evenings 7.30pm. 

 

COMMITTEE 

President:  Russell Prout 548 2881 

Vice President: Mark Duncan 0211265501 

Club Captain Bruce McKerras 577 0134 

Secretary:  Jason Flannery 572 1165  

Treasurer:  Owen Bennett 544 9807 

Committee:  Chris Pattison, John Heald, Peter 

   Jones, David Flockart, Max  

   Donnelly, Brian Marriner, Bruce 

   Harvey. 

Boiler Committee: Peter Jones, Bruce McKerras, 

   John Heald. 

Safety Committee: Warren Karlsson, Bruce Harvey, 

   Peter Jones, Chris Pattison, Brian 

   Marriner, Russell Prout Jason  

   Flannery, Oliver Duncan. 

Editor:  Roy Robinson  07 5491182 

   royrobkk@gmail.com 

CONVENERS 

Workshop:  John Nicol 

Track :  Bruce Harvey, John Stent. 

Marine:   

Librarian:  Chris Pattison 

Rolling Stock:  

Website:  Murray de Lues 

Driver Training:  

    

 

OPERATORS 2018 

19 August  W Karlsson 

26 August  B McKerras 

2 September  D Flockart 

9 September  N Bush 

16 September M De Lues 

23 September M Duncan 

30 September B Fitzpatrick 

7 October  D Harris 

14 October  B Harvey 

21 October  P Jones 

28 October  W Karlsson 

President’s Report : 

 

July started very well for me with my special train ride but back in Tauranga the temperatures 

were low and patrons slow with ride numbers down somewhat. This never dampens the enthusi-

asm of our hard core team of volunteers who do not want our greatest supporters to miss out on 

any opportunity to experience the craftsmanship and achievements of model engineers display-

ing and enjoying their work. Keep it up team. 



.Ticket sellers often go unmentioned and it is time we changed this. To sit behind a draughty win-

dow and put up with noisy and disruptive steam talk in the background our ticket sellers some-

times don’t feel the love. If you have the time to relieve them or interest in training to do this, 

please let it be known to the committee and we shall make it happen.....’you can never have too 

many’ ticket sellers, volunteers, station hands or runners. 

July 14th saw the River Edge Railway put on their annual ‘Brass Monkey’ evening run. Well it 

was every bit of that and more, the wind blew, the sun went down and so did the temperature but 

that did not stop what was to be an extremely enjoyable night with fantastic hosts providing for 

club and visitors every need. As usual we were well fed, regularly watered and made to feel part 

of the club. It was especially pleasing for me to see such a wide variety of Tauranga machinery 

and crews accompany me to this event. Shane Marshall and Phil Allen (alias Lord Darby) with 

their spectacular traction engines running up and down the walkway past the station much to the 

surprise and delight of the patrons. Warren Karlsson and Bruce McKerras with their Phantoms, 

John Heald with the Tamar and my trusty old steed the Oakford Express Dash 9 (still the warm-

est seat in the house). The support crew included Murray De Lues, Peter Davies, Max Donnelly 

and John Stent. Max could not be extracted from Bruces’ Phantom so Bruce spent valuable time 

catching up with his brother and mingling with our hosts. The patrons just kept coming and so did 

the trains, another very enjoyable visit to River Edge Railway, thanks everyone. 

July 15th the weather turned nasty and TMMEC were given a reprieve from the cold wet and 

windy conditions not usually experienced mid winter! 

I hear that Ollie and Mark Duncan were playing trains at Kapiti and Plimmerton on this day also 

so look forward to hearing from them. 

July 21st looked like being a cancellation due to weather but as usual Bruce McKerras pulled an-

other one out of the hat and our July play day was and awesome success. Very pleased to see 

Don Moffat venture down from Auckland with his loco. 

Also great to see the miniature traction engines by Peter Lawn and John Nicol. 

Peter Davies fired up his traction engine too. 

Also on display was another meccano creation by Dave Shand, a Garratt no less and a meter 

long!. 

Good to see Warren Karlsson pulling wagons with his Phantom and continuing to iron out some 

of the bugs. 



Comments like ‘I’ve lost my loco’ and ‘have you seen the boys’ were heard as our junior mem-

bers took every opportunity to hone their steaming skills, well done to Max and Ollie and Don and 

Bruce who gave up their trusty steeds. 

The public interest manifested itself in two new member applications but more importantly they 

saw many other sides to the miniature railway for which they already support in large numbers. If 

you know any of the public who came to view, please pass on our appreciation for their interest 

and support as this is no doubt a great motivator for us all. 

A huge thank you from us all to Bruce McKerras. 

Jason Flannery (our secretary) has been very busy in the background with sponsors and recently 

you may have seen some new advertising on our ride cars. You can expect to see more in the 

future as many local companies get on board, so to speak. 

Jason has also arranged for the new flooring materials to close the areas on either side and be-

tween the two tracks in Tunnel #1. These have now been placed into the tunnel but a working 

bee on Sat 12th Aug is targeted to do a little trimming and finishing work. 

July 28th saw the Big Boy out and about again, great to see Shane enjoying the ride. 

Aug 4th yet another play day and this time the star attraction was Peter Wiseley’s blue phantom 

on its first day on the track. Nicknamed ‘Thomas’ (maybe due to the colour) it was seen happily 

steaming its way around with its very proud owner at the controls, well done Peter and thanks to 

Bruce for organising the rain, oops I mean the play day. Good to have several other locos sup-

porting this special day for Peter. 

The committee are currently reviewing the clubs rule book which has stood for some time now. 

As with all rules, they need ratification and approvals, some of which come from outside the club 

(incorporated Societies etc). This takes time but is worthy of the effort. Our treasurer, Owen Ben-

nett is leading this initiative, thanks Owen. 

Winter seems to be when NZ’s seek warmer surroundings (can’t imagine why you would want to 

be hot and sticky or bathed in sunlight for that matter, but each to his own). This has lead to 

some members taking extended holidays (maybe well deserved too) to far away places. One of 

those, Bruce Harvey spent some time in the UK where he has for some time been involved with 

the preservation of ...... the SS Gt Britain?? 



Aug 7th saw a number of items presented on the table at club night and a good attendance too. 

Our hobby seems to be gaining momentum and when you see some of the spectacular pieces on 

display its easy to see where many hours of toiling have gone. Keep up the good work everyone 

and do bring your treasures along on club night. 

Bruce McKerras is again looking for some help with items for the clubs ‘Rob Roy’ project. Please 

contact him directly if you can help. 

Spring is coming and with it maybe some finer Sunday’s too. Please remember that you are al-

ways welcome to assist with public running on Sundays and you don’t even need to bring your 

lunch. 

If you have any handy tips you want to share, please write a little ditty and send this along with 

pics to Roy Robinson so he can share with our wider audience through he monthly newsletter. 

I believe Hamilton have an evening run Nov 3 so I look forward to visiting on that occa-

sion .....watch this space for details. 

Stay safe and enjoy every moment you can 

Russell Prout 

President 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                             A DF loco at Taneatua. From the Clive Goodley Collection. 



 

Show and Tell : 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Top and Mid Left: Chris Pattison has devel-

oped a method for joining urethane belts. 

Top Right: Bruce needs assistance to con-

tinue the construction of the Rob Roy loco.  

Mid Right: Another yes another ball making 

jig by Russell Prout. 

Bottom Left: Jason Flannery says it’s not 

cheque book model engineering it’s about 

getting on the track quicker!!! 

 

From the Editor’s desk 

 

Disclaimer : 

The views and opinions expressed in articles contained in this magazine are those of the author

(s) and do not necessarily reflect the policy, position or opinion of the TMMEC or its officials.  



My Railway Career by Clive Goodley 

Part 5 

Ross Hamblyn 
 

    Ross Hamblyn was about four years senior to me: he had been based at Kawerau for several 

years and was returning there after attending to some railway business in Tauranga. Rather than 

travel in the guards van of train 361, he asked to come on the engine, to which the e’dr agreed. 

Having been bored stiff, sitting on a diesel for the last two years, he practically begged me to let 

him do the firing, to which I happily agreed. 

   I am not sure if Ross always fired the way he did that day, or if he was just showing off, but eve-

rything was done by the book. He flicked one shovelful in each of the back corners and then sat 

for a few seconds, then he was up again and put one down each side of the fire. A few seconds 

later he was up on his feet again to put a shovelful in each of the back corners and one sprayed 

across the middle. 

   He fired in that manner all the way to Kawerau, ensuring that smoke was practically non-

existent the whole journey. I was quite happy when firing to keep the steam pressure within five 

lbs of the limit, but Ross kept the needle hovering within two lbs of the limit, with my judicious use 

of the injectors of course. As I was keeping lookout ahead and behind he did not need to organise 

his firing to fit in between left hand curves, road crossings and signals etc. The load was average 

and there were no banks apart from the short 1in 83 leaving Matata. If the positions had been re-

versed, I would still have fired my usual way, as I liked a bit of time sitting down.         

 

Wheel slip devices and Malcolm Rendell 
    

     Towards the end of the 1960s a device was fitted to Df  loco’s called the “wheelslip brake”. 

The theory was that instead of pouring sand on the rail to give adhesion when slipping, the e’dr 

pressed a button, which gave a quick shot of air into the brake cylinders, retarding the slipping 

wheels. I had reservations about the effectiveness of this, as it gave no extra adhesion, but 

slowed the slipping wheels to the speed of the other wheels. However the brake was not selective 

and also retarded the wheels which were not slipping. 

  Malcolm Rendell was a young e’dr not much older than me. We were going up the bank one 

day, I was driving, but under his direction was using the wheelslip device, as he was a fan of it. 

Previously we had been arguing about its effectiveness. This particular day the loco was slipping 

badly and in trying to control it using the wheelslip brake and without sand, we ground to a halt. I 

am sure Malcolm thought I had done it deliberately to prove a point and so he took over the con-



but had no more success than I had. The idea worked better in later years, but technology was 

too raw at that stage. Eventually automatic reduction of power on the slipping axle was found to 

be more successful, but throttle control and sand are still important tools in controlling slipping. 

 

Level crossing smash at Matata 

  The first level crossing smash in which I was involved, was with Malcolm. Just south of Matata 

the road crossing was unprotected, (no bells or lights), in those days. We were in a Df with train 

355 and at about 7.30.a.m a car full of Maori women and children hit the side of the loco. We 

stopped half a train length down the track. Malcolm looked a bit shaky and so I offered to go back 

and check out the damage, but he insisted on going back himself. Luckily there were no injuries 

but Malcolm was pale and nervous the rest of the day. 

Too much fire 

    I never got into trouble regarding maintaining steam and water levels on the Athenree bank, or 

on the other side of the Kaimai’s, going up through the Karangahake tunnel and the climb up to 

Waihi, even though I wasted a few hundred tons of coal in the first few years. I did however have 

a few struggles on the relatively flat running south of Tauranga, and one of those times was with 

Malcolm. We had a full load behind us on the “morepork” with as always, a J. on the front. 

      It was an all night job, starting at various times over the years between 6.0pm and 9.0pm. 

The shifts were always long, twelve hours or more, because the train started and finished at Mt. 

Maunganui, instead of Tauranga or Te Maunga, as they did on all other runs, adding another 

twenty miles of travel to the shift. Waiting for a clear path added a lot of time to the light engine 

running as that was always of low priority. 

     The ‘morepork’ was also hard on the fireman for the first couple of days, as it came at the end 

of the shunt roster. It followed four weeks of sitting down relaxed on a Dsa. and in later years a 

Dsc. diesel shunter. By the end of the first night my wrists and back ached, on the second night I would 

feel a bit stiff and after that it was back in the groove.  

    For some reason, on one particular night I just seemed to keep shovelling more and more coal 

into the firebox, but the steam pressure would not hold up once I put the injector on. As we had a 

full load behind the engine, I needed to have a full head of steam for the e’dr to work with, so I 

had a juggling act with getting steam up to 200lbs. pressure, then put on the injector and hope to 

fill the boiler before having to shut off the injector when the steam pressure dropped to 175lbs. I 

would have to get the pressure back up again before the water level dropped too low.  

    Descending the Otamarakau bank, I checked the state of the fire, this is done by putting the 

shovel blade inside the firebox and then angling it around directing the air flow so different   



different parts of the fire are clear of flames, exposing the firebed. When pulling a full load this 

can only be done going down hill, otherwise the fire is too white hot and blinding to see anything. 

What I saw was, the firebox filled right up to the brick arch right across the firebox and back cor-

ners. The only empty space left was above the firehole, for the firebed sloped upwards from 

there, at least thirty degrees, in all directions. The only thing to do was nothing, but just sit back 

and operate the injector as and when I could. I successfully did this the nine miles along the 

beach to Matata, which was our regular water stop. 

    We came to a stop with the water hose opposite the filler hole in the tender top. I climbed onto 

the tender to put in the hosebag and fill the tender with water. Usually, especially with a full load 

on, the e’dr will throw a few shovels of coal on the fire, as there is a bit of a climb for the train on 

leaving there going south. Malcolm had no idea at this point of my mismanagement of the fire, so 

I was listening carefully as he took a look to see where to throw the coal. “Bloody hell!” floated up 

to me on the night air in a very astounded voice, I nearly fell off the tender laughing. 

    Back in the cab we discussed what to do, which was in fact what I had been doing for the last 

nine miles. Matata to Kawerau is fifteen miles, with half a mile of stiff grade, two and half of down 

and flat, then a gradual upgrade all the way to Kawerau. We arrived there without me putting in 

another shovel of coal. Once there, the fireman normally would put a bank of coal in the firebox, 

(about three barrow loads), as we would be waiting several hours before our return train was 

ready, on this night I still had no need to touch the fire. We left the engine and walked across to 

the station for a feed and a natter with the locals.                    

    Returning to the engine to get it ready for the trip home, I looked in the firebox and found the 

fire had deep fissures in it, (hard South Island coal burns like that, with a hard crust on top). I 

raked it flat, put a few shovelfuls in the back corners and that comfortably saw us all the way to 

Awakaponga, twelve miles away. From there on, I fired normally and had no problems maintain-

ing steam. Again, as in the story of naïve Les on the Frankton shunt, on our arrival at Tauranga 

the firegrate was relatively clean of clinker.  

 

Gordon Bentley 

  The first e’dr I was rostered to work with at Tauranga was Gordon Bentley. Quite a few of the 

other firemen commiserated with me on my bad luck, for Gordon had a reputation of being 

grumpy, although he was a good engineman. The latter is important to a fireman, as it is one of 

the main components which determines how much coal he has to move in a shift, the others be-

ing quality of coal and condition of the engine.    

   I found out within a few hours his great interest in horses of the racing variety, and the location 

of the nearest T.A.B. Once settled on the engine after all the preparatory work was finished, 



 

I always asked him about his horse bets and likely winners and I never experienced any bad 

temper.     One night on a Df, early on in the trip, I went into the engine room to check the water 

level of the header (cooling) tank. Very necessary on a Df. as the water could disappear quite 

quickly and  occasionally needed a top up at Katikati or Waihi. 

     The gauge glass stop valve had just a small tap for testing the water level, and quite often 

was too tight to turn with the fingers. Using pliers, the valve twisted while I was turning its han-

dle, the glass shattered and Gordon finished up using a sixpenny piece as a blind to seal the 

pipe off. This was done with extremely hot water leaking over his hands, but he never moaned or 

grumbled at me, then or later. He never got his sixpence back. It must have been soon after this 

episode that I fell into the pit as told earlier, as Gordon was my e’dr then.     

    I was again with Gordon one evening, several years later, travelling south after darkness had 

fallen, probably on the ‘morepork’. On looking back along the train as it passed over the crossing 

where State Highway 2 leaves the Rotorua highway at Paengaroa, I was surprised to see a car 

run into the train about thirty wagons back. Gordon brought the train to a stand and we checked 

out the damage, luckily nothing bad to the train, car or its occupants. As the road and rail are 

both straight and flat at that point, what were they were doing to make them so oblivious to the 

railway wagons flashing past in front of their car? Even in the dark the wagons must have been 

clearly visible. 

   Another fireman was with Gordon one night when a man committed suicide by lying across the 

tracks, naked, in front of his train at Matapihi. Why did he strip off before lying across the tracks? 

Your guess is as good as mine. 

Reg Kawiti 
 

    The other road crossing accident I experienced as a fireman was at Matapihi Road on the Mt. 

Maunganui branch. Reg Kawiti was the e’dr and again no one was hurt, although at about that 

time four young people were killed in a car on a level crossing on that four mile branch. 

    Reg and I had a J on the 35 shunt at Te Maunga one night as the Dsa was out of action. It 

was winter and wet, so when we had several hours at rest between trains. I banked the fire and 

Reg hung his railway issue black lambswool overcoat on the boiler front to dry. We went to the 

shunters’ lunchroom to eat and play cards etc. I returned to the engine several hours later to find 

the bottom two thirds of his coat had disappeared.  

   The firehole doors, which are air operated by means of a foot pedal, sometimes partially 

opened by themselves as air leaked away, this had happened and Reg’s coat, exposed to the 

fire had smouldered away except the top part, out of reach of the heat. I seem to remember Reg 

blaming me, so perhaps I hung it there for him. As we were issued with coats faster than we 



 

 could wear them out, it was no great deal. 

 

Pat Duff and Griz 
 

    I mentioned before the different levels of advice given by e’drs on firing techniques. On anoth-

er evening shift on the 35 shunt, we again had a J locomotive. The Mt. Maunganui shunt crew 

came out with a full load, about 150t, behind their Dsa. They told us there was another 1500t 

ready to come out to Te Maunga, which would take all night at that rate. I had a suspicion they 

were going to suggest that we go and fetch that tonnage with our J, and so, never slow to miss a 

trick, I suggested they take the J and we would use the Dsa. Train Control was quite agreeable 

to this arrangement.    Pat Duff was only six months junior to me, but apart from his time spent as 

a cleaner at Frankton, he had been only at Mt. Maunganui on Dsa’s.  When they took the engine 

from us there was a good fire in it, with a full boiler and plenty of steam. On their return I wan-

dered across and asked Pat how he had coped. He seemed rather unhappy and so I climbed up 

into the cab, steam was down to 100lbs. and the water level was way down. Looking in the fire-

box, I saw not only was the fire too thin, but it was in the wrong place. 

    On wide firebox engines such as the Ab, J and K classes, the back corners must always be 

kept filled with coal, as I found out in my episode with Tom Mott. The e’dr, Griz James, had sat 

back as Pat floundered around and not said a word as the steam and water disappeared. I built 

the fire up for him and reminded him to keep the back corners filled. When they left to pick up the 

second load, the steam and water situations were greatly improved. Checking out the engine on 

their return, I found the steam down 160lbs psi and the water level okay. If Griz had given advice, 

as he should have done, Pat would never have got into such strife.   

  

Out of steam again 

   Although I had struggled to maintain steam on a few occasions, only once have I had the train 

stopped solely by the lack of steam, apart from my episode on the shunt at Frankton. The engine 

for train 361 had been prepared by the ‘put and take’ crew, accordingly we had only ten minutes 

booking on time. As usual I did a quick recce of the engine and found that I was in trouble. In-

stead of a good fire, plenty of water and 150lb of steam, the fire was almost nonexistent, and the 

steam pressure was down, as was the water level.     The fire, which no doubt had been banked 

earlier in the morning, should have been spread and built up, some thirty minutes earlier by the 

cleaner or P and T fireman. There was a small heap of ashes and embers, which would not have 

filled a bucket: these I spread, probably too much, losing even more through the firegrate.  



 

 

    The cleaner had really let me down, I had to set to immediately, get a fire going and disregard all 

my other duties. Throwing lots of coal into the firebox would not help, as the few remaining em-

bers would be smothered. By carefully nursing the small pockets of fire, I gradually had enough 

live coals to spread around to make more pockets, until I had most of the grate working for me. 

Unfortunately this all took time and Murphy’s law dictates that when things go wrong, it only gets 

worse.   

    It was rare for 361, or any other goods train to be on time, this day it was. It was waiting out on 

the main line and just as rarely, the shunter was waiting at the loco depot points to pilot us onto 

the train. Straight after coupling up, the guard appeared at the engine, ready to check train advic-

es etc with the e’dr and give him the train list. He then signalled for a brake test, which was quickly 

completed and we were set to depart in record time. The train was made up mainly of loaded coal 

wagons; life was not meant to be easy. 

    Bob Allen, the e’dr, did not suffer fools gladly and could be sharp with his tongue but he was a 

good engine man. Being aware of the situation, he eased the train away gently and we gradually 

accelerated around the curve under the cliffs and then along the Strand. There were no carparks 

there then, spoiling the landscape, and at high tide water lapped against the rocks of the railway 

embankment. A slight rise took us onto the harbour bridge and once over it, there was a small 

drop down onto the embankment which led to the bottom of the Matapihi bank. The Mataphi bank 

is no great shakes as banks go, it climbs from the harbour edge about thirty feet onto the Matapihi 

Plateau: just half a mile at 1 in 80.  

    Despite Bob’s expertise, and he was another top e’dr, we were losing the battle and two thirds 

of the way up the bank we came to a stop. By then I had established a good fire base. Ten 

minutes with the blower full on and some judicious firing, was enough to give the engine a full 

head of steam. Luckily the rail was dry and the engine got the train moving without significant 

wheelslip. There were no recriminations thrown my way from Bob and so he must have felt I was 

not to blame.    

    That was not the only time a cleaner made a hard job even harder for me. One Sunday morn-

ing, booking on at 8.0.am, to run a train to Kawerau, I found the cleaner had slept in. The engine 

rostered for us had finished its shift Saturday lunchtime and its crew dumped the fire after filling 

the boiler etc.     

  The cleaner sleeps in 
 

    As there were no engines in steam in the depot from then on, no cleaner was on duty. A clean-

er was booked on Sunday morning at 5.0.am, to light up our engine, which was still warm and 

would take only a couple of hours to get up steam. Hare Brown the e’dr and I got stuck in and lit  



the fire, but it was two hours before enough steam was raised to allow the blower to be used. 

From there it was not long before there was enough steam to operate the compressor so we 

could move the engine and top up the tender with coal and water. By then we had enough steam 

to trundle down to the station. Starting off the shift in such a manner is not ideal, especially in 

summer.  

    Hare said he did not want to get the cleaner into trouble and he had jacked up with T.C. to 

make up time on the road and fiddle our departure time accordingly. It all looked good on paper, 

but at Te Maunga a full load awaited us, which was unusual in that direction. A strong wind was 

blowing, which has a very noticeable effect on a long train of box wagons, of which our train con-

sisted. That resulted in me shovelling constantly, all the way to Kawerau. Although I managed to 

keep Hare supplied with a full head of steam, we did not make up much time, if any.  

    Later, Hare told me he had received a blister (reprimand) for slow running that day. I think I 

fired close to seven tons of coal on the road that day, at least two tons more than normal, and 

more than I ever fired before, or after. I doubt that the cleaner ever thanked us. I probably also 

put a ton in the firebox before we topped the tender up that morning. 

 

Putting on a show with Selwyn 

    One memorable late afternoon, Selwyn and I were leaving Te Maunga for Tauranga with a full 

load behind the engine. Maungatapu Bridge was the shortest road route between Tauranga and 

Mount Maunganui then and at that time of the day traffic was stacked up on both sides of the Te 

Maunga road crossing.  

   I still had a big fire in the firebox, which needed burning out before reaching Tauranga, to ena-

ble me to start cleaning the fire grate. Selwyn needed no second prompting when I told him of 

this, opening the regulator even wider and putting the reverser in full forward position. That was 

equivalent to leaving a car in first gear and planting the foot down on the throttle. The sharp barks 

of the exhaust got closer together as we gathered speed, until it became a continuous roar. 

Smoke, cinders, soot, ashes and steam blasted up into the sky.  

 

The cleaner sleeps in 

  As there were no engines in steam in the depot from then on, no cleaner was on duty. A cleaner 

was booked on Sunday morning at 5.0.am, to light up our engine, which was still warm and would 

take only a couple of hours to get up steam. Hare Brown the e’dr and I got stuck in and lit but it 

was two hours before enough steam was raised to allow the blower to be used. 

To be continued. 



I have been sorting and cataloguing  my books now that I 

have a larger bookcase. Amongst my “treasures” was a 

Cigarette Card Album. Whilst this is very incomplete there 

were some interesting pics of Tauranga including a cou-

ple of the Railway Station. I have no idea of the age or 

era of these pics so would appreciate it  if someone could 

date these for me? 

The odd man out was a traction engine  with a load of 

wool behind. Must have been on flat country and not go-

ing over the Kaimai’s!!!!!! 

Editor Roy 



Playday 21 July 

Top Left: Owen Bennetts steam engine for his buggy. 

Top Right: I believe a Garrett by David Shand 

Mid Left: Bruce McKarras’s real life Vellocette 

Mid Right & Bottom Right: Warren Karlsson’s Phantom. 

Bottom Left: Guru Bob gives Ashley Grant some tips.   



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Playday August 4th 

 

 

 
Peter Wiseley takes his Phantom out for it’s first 

on track run. 

Don Moffat’s Class C loco 



      For Sale 

 

        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Upcoming Events 

September : 

29 Sept Kapiti Miniature Railway Twilight run 

October : 

2 Oct Guest speaker from Iscar talking on replaceable tungsten tips and tool holders, 

20-22 Oct Nelson Open weekend and 60th Anniversary. 

20-22 Oct New Plymouth Open weekend 

20-22 Oct Keirunga Park Open weekend 

November : 

10-11 Nov TMMEC Open weekend 

16-18 Nov CSMEE running all weekend 

 

 

John Nicol has a semi completed Durham and North Yorkshire 

Traction Engine adjacent pics for sale. Contact John on 07 

5784546 for more information. 



.  

 

 


